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Theoretical computational
complexity of inference algorithms
for credal networks
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But some of the switches are produced by BadSwitches Co., which
is well known to produce low quality switches



Pr(switch fails|vendor is BadSwitches Co.) ∈ [0.1, 0.5]
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Is the light off?

Interval probability of system fault:

Pr(light is off) ∈ [p, p]



A credal network consists of an acyclic direct graph with each node
associated to a variable and a conditional credal set:

credal net (G ,X ,K ): G is a DAG, X is a collection of variables Xi ,
i ∈ G , K is a collection of credal sets K (Xi |Pai ).



There are subtleties:

I credal sets might be represented by vertices or constraints

I credal sets might be extensively specified



Belief updating

max
P

/min
P

P(X2 = t|X3 = t,X4 = f ,X6 = t) ,

where P is a probability measure
satisfying network constraints
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Strong independence

max
P

/min
P

P(X2 = t|X3 = t,X4 = f ,X6 = t) ,

where P is a probability measure
satisfying:

I Markov condition:
P(Xi |Ndi ) = P(Xi |Pai )

I Local constraints:
P(Xi |Pai = π) ∈ K (Xi |π)
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Epistemic irrelevance

max
P

/min
P

P(X2 = t|X3 = t,X4 = f ,X6 = t) ,

where P is a probability measure
satisfying:

I Markov condition:
P(Xi |Ndi ) = QNdi (Xi |Pai )

I Local constraints:
QNdi (Xi |Pai = π) ∈ K (Xi |π)
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A very rough description of some
complexity classes

I P: decision problems that can be solved in polynomial time

I NP: decision problems whose solutions can be verified in
polynomial time

I NP-complete: decision problems which we do not know how
to solve in polynomial time, but whose solutions can be
verified in polynomial time

I NP-hard: problems that are at least as hard as problems in NP
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SAT: Given a Boolean formula φ(X ), is there is an assignment of
X = x such that φ(x) = 1?

Input: X1 ∧ (X2 ∨ X3 ∨ X4)
Solution: yes
Certifier: X1 = 1,X2 = 0,X3 = 1,X4 = 0

NP-complete problem
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2-CNF: Given a Boolean CNF formula φ(X ) with at most two
variables per clause, is there is an assignment of X = x such that
φ(x) = 1?

Input: X1 ∧ (X2 ∨ X3)
Solution: yes
Certifier: X1 = 1,X2 = 0,X3 = 1

P problem
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#SAT: Given a Boolean formula φ(X ), how many assignments x
of X satisfy φ(x) = 1?

Input: X1 ∧ (X2 ∨ X3)
Solution: 3
X1 = 1,X2 = 0,X3 = 1, X1 = 1,X2 = 1,X3 = 0,
X1 = 1,X2 = 1,X3 = 1

NP-hard problem and not in NP (#P-complete)
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NP-hard problems might be easy on average.

Polynomial-time algorithms might be too slow in practice.



Complexity of belief updating

MODEL STRONG EPISTEMIC

Imprecise HMM (filtering) P P
Imprecise HMM (smoothing) Unknown P
Credal trees NP-hard P
Credal polytrees with binary variables P Unknown
Credal polytrees with ternary variables NP-hard NP-hard
Bounded treewidth networks NP-hard NP-hard
Credal networks NPPP-hard NPPP-hard



Updating under strong
independence

Very difficult problem:

I NPPP-complete [de Campos & Cozman, 2005]

I Coincides with updating in Bayesian networks if all nodes are
precise, in which case is PP-complete



Updating under strong
independence

Very difficult problem:

I NP-hard even in tree-shaped
networks with a single ternary
variable and all others binary
[Maua et al., 2013]
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Updating under strong
independence

Very difficult problem unless

I Network is polytree-shaped and all
variables are binary: then 2U finds
bounds in polynomial time
[Fagiuoli & Zaffalon, 1998]

(2U extends Pearl’s belief
propagation for updating
Bayesian nets to interval
propagation)
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Updating under strong
independence

Very difficult problem unless

I All variables (but the query) are
observed (i.e., there are no missing
data)
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Updating under strong
independence

Very difficult problem unless

I Network models a tree-augmented
classifier: conditional on a root
query node, remaining network is a
tree over observed variables
[Fagiuoli & Zaffalon, 2000]

I Application: robust classification
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Updating under strong
independence

Very difficult problem unless

I Network models a Hidden Markov Model, query is the “last”
node [Maua et. al, 2013]

I Works also for Markov Chains (assign uniform Pr(Yi = yi |Xi ))

I Applications: robust filtering, prediction
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Updating under strong
independence

Very difficult even to approximate unless

I Network has bounded treewidth, and variable cardinalities are
bounded: then there is an FPTAS [Maua et al., 2012]

I In practice: treewidth < 3, ternary variables

I Computes not only bounds, but (inner approx. of) credal sets



Updating under epistemic
irrelevance

Tractable in tree-shaped networks
[de Cooman et. al, 2010]
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Updating under epistemic
irrelevance

I NPPP-hard

I NP-hard in polytrees even if variables are at most ternary
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Updating under strong
independence

Exact inference [Maua et. al, 2012]:
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Updating under strong
independence

Approximate inference [Antonucci et. al, 2013]:

NETWORK INST. LP GL2U

Alarm 973 0.0474 0.1218
Insurance 650 0.0767 0.0795
Polytrees 6162 0.0816 0.1724
Loopy 2963 0.0855 0.1594

Results report average mean squared error on marginal probabilities



What I did not mention

I Evaluation of approximate credal inference (Monday)

I Decision Making (maximality, e-admissibility, maximin,
maximum entropy, pignistic, etc)

I Planning
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